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Over 50 discussion questions and activities, and 50 quiz questions, fill this comprehensive

social science book. The book covers the following topics:American Discovery and Economy,

Geography, Native Americans, Resources, and Government and its CitizensIf you are

homeschooling (or if you are just trying to get extra practice for your child), then you already

know that social science workbooks and curriculum can be expensive. Homeschool Brew is

trying to change that! We have teamed with teachers and parents to create books for prices

parents can afford. We believe education shouldn’t be expensive.
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while it is based on common core standards, it is always best to check with your state board to

see what will be included on testing.About Us Homeschool Brew was started for one simple

reason: to make affordable Homeschooling books! When we began looking into

homeschooling our own children, we were astonished at the cost of curriculum. Nobody ever

said homeschool was easy, but we didn't know that the cost to get materials would leave us

broke.We began partnering with educators and parents to start producing the same kind of

quality content that you expect in expensive books...but at a price anyone can afford. We are

still in our infancy stages, but we will be adding more books every month. We value your

feedback, so if you have any comments about what you like or how we can do better, then

please let us know!To add your name to our mailing list, go here: http://

www.homeschoolbrew.com/mailing-list.htmlSection 1: Geography Throughout your life,

geography will constantly affect you. Geography is the study of the earth, maps, and how

humans use the world around them. “Geo” means “earth,” and “graphy” means that it is a

descriptive science – it attempts to define and describe the world around us. A geographical

feature is any number of natural landmarks you might see around you. Deserts, rivers,

mountains, valleys – all of these, and more, are geographical features, and you will need to

know them if you want to understand the world around you. Some day, you might drive through

a desert and you’ll need to know about them. One day you might hike a mountain and canoe

down a river. Sometimes you might be living in an enormous valley, and never even know it.

Geography helps us understand the wonderful earth right in front of us. But in addition to

natural features, geography is also the study of how humans use those features to our

advantage. In the early days of farming, humans discovered that they could divert rivers to

bring water to their crops. They physically changed the world around them to fit their own

needs. If they need to block a river, human will crate a dam, and we’ll talk about the Hoover

Dam, one of America’s most popular manmade structures. Humans also use nature for

resources – through reservoirs, we can create clean water for us to drink. Hopefully this section

will give you an advanced understanding of the natural world, the human world, and how the

two interact to create our society today. Deserts When you think of a desert, you likely think of

a place that is covered in enormous swaths of sand, with cacti sprouting out of the ground;

there are snakes and camels, and even the occasional oasis, a haven for travelers that

provides shade and water. However, deserts have a standard definition, and it does not always

meet that image.
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humans use the world around them. “Geo” means “earth,” and “graphy” means that it is a

descriptive science – it attempts to define and describe the world around us. A geographical

feature is any number of natural landmarks you might see around you. Deserts, rivers,

mountains, valleys – all of these, and more, are geographical features, and you will need to

know them if you want to understand the world around you. Some day, you might drive through

a desert and you’ll need to know about them. One day you might hike a mountain and canoe

down a river. Sometimes you might be living in an enormous valley, and never even know it.

Geography helps us understand the wonderful earth right in front of us. But in addition to

natural features, geography is also the study of how humans use those features to our

advantage. In the early days of farming, humans discovered that they could divert rivers to

bring water to their crops. They physically changed the world around them to fit their own

needs. If they need to block a river, human will crate a dam, and we’ll talk about the Hoover

Dam, one of America’s most popular manmade structures. Humans also use nature for

resources – through reservoirs, we can create clean water for us to drink. Hopefully this section

will give you an advanced understanding of the natural world, the human world, and how the

two interact to create our society today. Deserts When you think of a desert, you likely think of

a place that is covered in enormous swaths of sand, with cacti sprouting out of the ground;

there are snakes and camels, and even the occasional oasis, a haven for travelers that

provides shade and water. However, deserts have a standard definition, and it does not always

meet that image. A desert is any place that is extremely dry. In the heat of summer, your

neighborhood probably isn’t considered a desert, but a desert is somewhere that receives less

than 10 inches of snow or rain per year. This is extremely rare! Deserts do not have to be hot,

however. They can be cold. You probably did not know that the continent of Antarctica is



considered the largest desert on Earth. But why is this? There’s plenty of snow and ice in

Antarctica, so why is it a desert? Well, even though snow and ice is precipitation, it very rarely

snows or rains there. Things seem to be eternally frozen; in fact, it is often too cold for it to

snow! On the other pole of the earth, the Arctic Circle (also called the North Pole!) is a desert

as well, because of how little snow or rain is receives. Your typical image of a desert likely

comes from images of the Sahara Desert, or perhaps the Arabian Desert. Not counting

Antarctica, the Sahara is the largest desert in world, covering a large portion of northern Africa.

It stretches from Mauritania in the west, to Egypt and Eritrea in the east. The Sahara is

blanketed in sand dunes and, make no mistake about it, it can be deadly. For centuries,

travelers have to take extreme precautions when navigating the Sahara – not only to fend off

deadly snakes and predators, but to shield themselves from sand storms. Deserts can also be

home to mountains. The Ahaggar Mountains tower in the center of the Sahara, through

countries like Algeria, Niger, Libya, and Chad. On the eastern coast of Africa, numerous oases

can be found along the Nile River and in Egypt, near the capital of Cairo. There are numerous

other deserts across the world, from the Mojave Desert in the United States, to the Gobi

Desert in China. Mountains A mountain is a rise in the earth, but one that is much larger than a

hill. Hills tend to slope, while mountains are steeper. Mountains are made mainly of rock and

dirt. If you want more help distinguishing between mountains and hills, a hill is anything under

1/3 of a mile, while mountains are anything above 1/3 of a mile. There are different types of

mountains, depending on what climate you’re in. Some are snowy and icy, especially towards

the peaks, where the air is cold and frigid. Others are rocky and devoid of trees and shrubbery,

likely found in a desert or dry area. Other mountains are green and full of trees and wildlife,

which can be found in many climates. In the United States, you will find all of these climates

and mountains. The Appalachian Mountains, for example, can be found along the eastern

coast of the United States. For the most part, they are alive with trees, coated in forests and

woods. The Appalachian Mountains run from Alabama in the south, up through Maine and

even into parts of Canada. In the north, especially in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine,

and Canada, you will find a much chillier climate at the tops of the mountains, especially in

winter. In winter in these regions, you can expect snow and ice. In the south, the temperatures

and climates are more temperate and warmer. In the American west, you will find mountain

ranges that can be quite different, such as the Rocky Mountains or the Sierra Nevada. The

Sierra Nevada Mountains are gorgeous and give way to some of the most beautiful scenery in

America, especially through Yosemite State Park. The Rockies, on the other hand, were named

because of their composure: most rocks and barren. While some mountains can stand alone,

others are part of mountain ranges, a series of mountains that can stretch for miles. In the case

of the Appalachians, the Rockies, and the Sierra Nevada, mountain ranges can stretch for

thousands of miles and run across several states and countries! Mountain ranges can be found

all over the world, from the Andes in South America to the Himalayas in Asia and the Middle

East. Bodies of Water There are many different types of bodies of water, and lakes are

abundant throughout the world. A lake is a body of water that is surrounded by land, yet it is

bigger than a pond. It does not immediately connect to any ocean, although rivers may feed

into it, or out from it. Lakes tend to be stagnant, meaning that they do not have waves and the

water is still. You may remember learning about the Great Lakes in the northern United States.

There are five of them: Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, and Superior. Together, their initials

spell HOMES, a great way to remember their names. The Great Lakes cover a huge area,

which is why they are so appropriately named. The Great Lakes are fresh water, along with all

lakes, rivers, and other small bodies of water. Ocean and seawater tends to be salt water; did



you know that drinking salt water would not help quench your thirst? It will actually make you

thirstier. That’s why, if you’re ever stuck on an island in the middle of the ocean, or if you’re at

the beach, don’t drink the water if you’re thirsty. It will only make things worse! It is also easier

to float in salt water, because the high amount of salt makes your body more buoyant. Have

you ever heard of the Dead Sea? It is a large body of water in the Middle East, near Israel and

Jordan. There is so much salt in the Dead Sea that your body automatically rises and floats,

giving the impression that you are “dead.” Animals that live in fresh water will likely not be able

to live in salt water, because they are accustomed to two completely different environments.

Oftentimes, it will kill them immediately because their bodies are unable to handle such a

drastic change in the water that filters through their systems. Islands Islands are another very

important geographical feature. They can range almost any size; from a small patch of land in

the middle of a pond, to Greenland, the largest island on the planet. Much as lakes are bodies

of water surrounded by land, islands are bodies of land surrounded completely by water. It is

important to remember than a group of islands is referred to as an archipelago. The state of

Hawaii, for example, consists of numerous islands. In order to understand islands, we must first

understand what is underneath the land and the oceans. Essentially, think of the entire Earth

as a large puzzle. The pieces of the puzzle, which stretch for thousands of miles, rub against

each other. These pieces are called tectonic plates. When they shift against each other, they

create mountains and volcanoes, valleys and rivers, lakes and oceans. They are constantly

shifting. Our earth today does not look the same as it did millions of years ago. During the early

days of our planet, all of the continents were connected to each other, in an enormous

landmass called Pangaea. Over time, as the continental plates shifted, they created the

continents. And what is especially interesting is that they are still moving, but so slowly that it is

impossible to notice without scientific measurement. In millions of years, Earth will not look the

same as it does today. There are also features called continental shelves, landmasses that

exist underwater and connect to islands, propping them above the ocean. For example, Great

Britain sits on a continental shelf, because it is so close to mainland Europe. For this reason,

Britain is referred to as a continental island. Other islands, such as Hawaii, rest in the middle of

the ocean and do not sit on any continental shelf; they are called oceanic islands, which tend to

be connected to volcanoes. Hawaii, as you might know, is popularized for its volcanic

explosions. If you look any map of the world, you will find that islands exist everywhere. Off the

coast of every continent you will find islands; even Antarctica, and even in seas and lakes. How

to Study Geography Now that we have explored some of the basic natural features of all world,

we need to look at a study called topography, which works to define what these features are.

Topography seeks to measure height, usually, and then map that from a bird’s-eye view, but it

also has its hand in creating maps using longitude and latitude. Imagine that you are a bird

soaring over a mountain. You are directly over the center of the mountain, and you look down.

Because of your angle, you might not see exactly how much it slopes up or down. Imagine that

you take a snapshot of the mountain from that view, and then draw it on a piece of paper.

Someone who has measured the mountain can then label the map with height of the mountain

in different areas. The outer ring of the mountain, where it is lowest, might be a few hundred

feet; that’s one line around the mountain. The next line circling the mountain will be a few

hundred feet higher. The next line inside that one will be another few hundred feet higher, until

the top of the mountain is labeled with its ultimate higher. These lines are called contour

lines. If you examine a map of the world, you might find that there are lines crossing vertically

and horizontally. These lines are known as latitude (the horizontal ones!) and longitude (the

vertical ones!). You can remember this by saying the expression “latitude-flatitude” (because



something flat might be horizontal). These lines are used to locate specific location: every

single place on earth has a set of coordinates, a latitude and a longitude number. For example,

let’s say that you have a simple graph with an x and a y-axis. Both axes go up to the number

five, and I want you to locate the coordinate (3, 2). That means that you would take your finger

three spaces along the x-axis and move it two spaces up the y-axis. You have now found the

coordinate (3,2). Longitude and latitude work in very much the same way. Let us begin with

latitude. On a map or a globe, the middle of the earth (the equator) has a latitude of zero

degrees. But, if you travel north or south, you will no longer be on zero degrees latitude. If you

travel 15 degrees north, for example, you will on the latitude that crosses through Central

America, the center of Africa, and Asian islands. If you travel 30 degrees north, you will run

through the southern border of the United States, northern Africa, and southern Asia. 45

degrees north takes you to the northern border of the United States, through Europe, and the

center of Asia. This continues until you arrive at 90 degrees, the Arctic Circle. This also

continues south of the equator, where 90 degrees south takes you to Antarctica. Next up is

longitude. Just as there is a horizontal center of the earth, there is a vertical one too. It is called

the prime meridian, and it sits at zero degrees. Since earth has two zero degrees, one

longitude and one latitude, you can find the coordinates (0, 0) somewhere off the western

coast of Africa, where the equator and the prime meridian intersect. Longitudinal lines jump a

bit quicker. Instead of moving in intervals of fifteen, like latitude, it moves is intervals of thirty.

For example, 30 degrees east of the Prime Meridian takes you through central Europe and

Central Africa. 60 degrees east takes you through the Eastern Europe and the Middle East,

and so on and so forth. The study of longitude and latitude is sometimes a difficult one to

understand, but it is also crucial because that is how humans locate each other on the globe.

When you use a map, whether it’s on paper, on your phone, or on the computer, that map is

using longitude and latitude lines to define place locations. Humans use an advanced

technology called GPS, or Global Positioning System. This technology employs satellites in the

Earth’s orbit to know exactly where places on the earth are, using coordinates. It is amazing

how our phones are using technology in Earth’s atmosphere to give us directions, something

we should never take for granted. Modification of the Environment To fit our needs, we will

occasionally change nature. The most obvious example of this is a structure called a dam. This

is very similar to a beaver dam, a structure of wood and twigs that beavers build near streams

and lakes to serve as their home. But humans do not use dams for homes; in fact, there are a

number reasons we might stop the flow of a river and create a dam. Water is our most vital

resource. We need it to survive, and we need it to be clean. But in our golden age of

technology, humans have found amazing ways to utilize water. Foremost among these is that

humans water to generate electricity. Water in rivers is almost constantly moving; we can take

this moving water and rush it through a generator that is stimulated by the rushing energy,

creating power. Afterward, the water continues on its path along the river. This is called

hydropower, “hydro” being very similar to the word “hydra” that means water. This is a clean

and (relatively) cheap way to harness electricity and power our cities. It costs millions to build a

dam, of course, but it can also save millions in the end. While dams are great at producing

electricity, it is also important to look at the cons. They do disturb wildlife; fish that once traveled

along the river may no longer be able to do, because of the dam that blocks their way. The

largest dam in the United States is called the Hoover Dam. Construction started on the dam in

1931 and concluded in 1936; at the time, it was the world’s largest structure made from

concrete. It rests at 726 feet high; today, it is exceed by Tajikistan’s Nurek Dam at a whopping

984 feet, only sixteen short of a thousand. The Hoover Dam connects he states of Nevada and



Arizona, and it sits on top of the Colorado River. It does in fact convert the rushing water into

electricity, using seventeen different generators. To give you an idea of how powerful these are,

just one of them could supply power to over one hundred thousand houses. The dam remains

one of America’s most popular tourist destinations. It is one of mankind’s most astounding

creations! Another way that humans manipulate the world around them is a system called

irrigation canals, something you may be familiar with. When humans first began settling down

permanently and farming, thousands of years ago, they realized it was not often worth the time

and effort to carry water from rivers to farms, which were sometimes miles apart. To fix this

problem, they dug some waterways (or canals) that took the water to their farms. That way,

they could simply scoop the water up there and water their crops. This saved them plenty of

time, and as usual, time means money. Irrigation canals are still in use today in many parts of

the world, because even some advanced plumbing systems cannot match the power and the

usefulness of old-fashioned irrigation canals. You might even see one some day, if you visit an

area with plenty of farms. Geography is an important study; through history, many scholars

have debated its usefulness. It is safe to say, however, that it is impossible to go through life

without using latitude and longitude, without understand the physical and natural world before

your eyes. Hopefully you now have a better understanding of how humans interact with the

environment, how we define it and how we control it. As you learn to appreciate the world,

hopefully you will also be interested in saving it and preserving it.Section 1: Discussion

Questions Discuss the definition of “geography.” Exactly what does geography entail? What are

the characteristics of a desert? Are deserts restricted to hot, sandy places? What is the

difference between a hill and a mountain? How can you tell? How do the different mountain

ranges of America embody the different climates that be found here? What is the difference

between a lake and an ocean? What is the difference between fresh water and salt

water? Explain and discuss the concept of continental plates and continental shelves. How

does this connect to the two different types of islands, continental and oceanic? How do

longitude and latitude help us locate places on earth, and how is this related to the concept of

Global Positioning Technology? What is the Hoover Dam, and why is it important to our

world? Why were irrigation canals started, and how can we use them to help our crops and

ourselves? Section 1: Activities Choose any desert: it can be in the United States, in another

country, or on another continent. Conduct research on the desert via the Internet, the library, or

home resources. Draw a picture of the desert and write a few paragraphs about it, giving

statistics. Where is it located? How big is it? What temperatures and climate does it

have? Watch the following video on GPS technology. At the end, summarize the video and

write down three questions that you still have. Conduct some research and attempt to answer

the three questions.

For example, let’s say that you have a simple graph with an x and a y-axis. Both axes go up to

the number five, and I want you to locate the coordinate (3, 2). That means that you would take

your finger three spaces along the x-axis and move it two spaces up the y-axis. You have now

found the coordinate (3,2). Longitude and latitude work in very much the same way. Let us

begin with latitude. On a map or a globe, the middle of the earth (the equator) has a latitude of

zero degrees. But, if you travel north or south, you will no longer be on zero degrees latitude. If

you travel 15 degrees north, for example, you will on the latitude that crosses through Central

America, the center of Africa, and Asian islands. If you travel 30 degrees north, you will run

through the southern border of the United States, northern Africa, and southern Asia. 45

degrees north takes you to the northern border of the United States, through Europe, and the



center of Asia. This continues until you arrive at 90 degrees, the Arctic Circle. This also

continues south of the equator, where 90 degrees south takes you to Antarctica. Next up is

longitude. Just as there is a horizontal center of the earth, there is a vertical one too. It is called

the prime meridian, and it sits at zero degrees. Since earth has two zero degrees, one

longitude and one latitude, you can find the coordinates (0, 0) somewhere off the western

coast of Africa, where the equator and the prime meridian intersect. Longitudinal lines jump a

bit quicker. Instead of moving in intervals of fifteen, like latitude, it moves is intervals of thirty.

For example, 30 degrees east of the Prime Meridian takes you through central Europe and

Central Africa. 60 degrees east takes you through the Eastern Europe and the Middle East,

and so on and so forth. The study of longitude and latitude is sometimes a difficult one to

understand, but it is also crucial because that is how humans locate each other on the globe.

When you use a map, whether it’s on paper, on your phone, or on the computer, that map is

using longitude and latitude lines to define place locations. Humans use an advanced

technology called GPS, or Global Positioning System. This technology employs satellites in the

Earth’s orbit to know exactly where places on the earth are, using coordinates. It is amazing

how our phones are using technology in Earth’s atmosphere to give us directions, something

we should never take for granted. Modification of the Environment To fit our needs, we will

occasionally change nature. The most obvious example of this is a structure called a dam. This

is very similar to a beaver dam, a structure of wood and twigs that beavers build near streams

and lakes to serve as their home. But humans do not use dams for homes; in fact, there are a

number reasons we might stop the flow of a river and create a dam. Water is our most vital

resource. We need it to survive, and we need it to be clean. But in our golden age of

technology, humans have found amazing ways to utilize water. Foremost among these is that

humans water to generate electricity. Water in rivers is almost constantly moving; we can take

this moving water and rush it through a generator that is stimulated by the rushing energy,

creating power. Afterward, the water continues on its path along the river. This is called

hydropower, “hydro” being very similar to the word “hydra” that means water. This is a clean

and (relatively) cheap way to harness electricity and power our cities. It costs millions to build a

dam, of course, but it can also save millions in the end. While dams are great at producing

electricity, it is also important to look at the cons. They do disturb wildlife; fish that once traveled

along the river may no longer be able to do, because of the dam that blocks their way. The

largest dam in the United States is called the Hoover Dam. Construction started on the dam in

1931 and concluded in 1936; at the time, it was the world’s largest structure made from

concrete. It rests at 726 feet high; today, it is exceed by Tajikistan’s Nurek Dam at a whopping

984 feet, only sixteen short of a thousand. The Hoover Dam connects he states of Nevada and

Arizona, and it sits on top of the Colorado River. It does in fact convert the rushing water into

electricity, using seventeen different generators. To give you an idea of how powerful these are,

just one of them could supply power to over one hundred thousand houses. The dam remains

one of America’s most popular tourist destinations. It is one of mankind’s most astounding

creations! Another way that humans manipulate the world around them is a system called

irrigation canals, something you may be familiar with. When humans first began settling down

permanently and farming, thousands of years ago, they realized it was not often worth the time

and effort to carry water from rivers to farms, which were sometimes miles apart. To fix this

problem, they dug some waterways (or canals) that took the water to their farms. That way,

they could simply scoop the water up there and water their crops. This saved them plenty of

time, and as usual, time means money. Irrigation canals are still in use today in many parts of

the world, because even some advanced plumbing systems cannot match the power and the



usefulness of old-fashioned irrigation canals. You might even see one some day, if you visit an

area with plenty of farms. Geography is an important study; through history, many scholars

have debated its usefulness. It is safe to say, however, that it is impossible to go through life

without using latitude and longitude, without understand the physical and natural world before

your eyes. Hopefully you now have a better understanding of how humans interact with the

environment, how we define it and how we control it. As you learn to appreciate the world,

hopefully you will also be interested in saving it and preserving it.Section 1: Discussion

Questions Discuss the definition of “geography.” Exactly what does geography entail? What are

the characteristics of a desert? Are deserts restricted to hot, sandy places? What is the

difference between a hill and a mountain? How can you tell? How do the different mountain

ranges of America embody the different climates that be found here? What is the difference

between a lake and an ocean? What is the difference between fresh water and salt

water? Explain and discuss the concept of continental plates and continental shelves. How

does this connect to the two different types of islands, continental and oceanic? How do

longitude and latitude help us locate places on earth, and how is this related to the concept of

Global Positioning Technology? What is the Hoover Dam, and why is it important to our

world? Why were irrigation canals started, and how can we use them to help our crops and

ourselves? Section 1: Activities Choose any desert: it can be in the United States, in another

country, or on another continent. Conduct research on the desert via the Internet, the library, or

home resources. Draw a picture of the desert and write a few paragraphs about it, giving

statistics. Where is it located? How big is it? What temperatures and climate does it

have? Watch the following video on GPS technology. At the end, summarize the video and

write down three questions that you still have. Conduct some research and attempt to answer

the three questions. Select any mountain range you would like: It can be in the United States,

in another country, or on another continent. Conduct research on the mountain range via the

Internet, the library, or home resources. Draw a picture of the mountain range (be creative!)

and then write a short description of it. Where is it? How far does it stretch? What kind of

climate does it have? Landforms are created by nature, and nature takes it time through a

number of processes. After watching this short video on landforms, define the term “Physical

Geography” and describe how it shapes our earth. Choose one of the major oceans: Pacific,

Atlantic, Arctic, Antarctic, and Indian. Write a description of its location: what oceans and

countries does it touch? How big is it? Has it had any important place in history? Are there any

islands there? Learn more about longitude and latitude! After watching this video, write down

three new facts you learned during it, and any questions that you still have. Select an island

somewhere on Earth: from Greenland to Britain, from Fiji to Corsica, there are thousands of

options. Describe the island: how big is it? What continent or country is it part of? Is it its own

country, or is it part of another one? Is it a continental island or an oceanic island? 
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